From: Sydnee Journel <sydneej@waymo.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2018 3:49 PM
To: Sarah Robustelli <srobustelli@losaltoshills.ca.gov>; Carl Cahill <ccahill@losaltoshills.ca.gov>
Subject: Waymo | Los Altos Hills - Update

Dear Mr. Cahill & Sarah -This is an exciting time for Waymo in California! As you already know, the California Department
of Motor Vehicles (DMV) granted Waymo’s permit to test fully driverless vehicles, without a
driver in the front seat, on public roads. I wanted to follow up with some relevant information, so
that you have it all in one place.
We started this process back in April when we updated you to let you know that we were
preparing to submit an application to California DMV's Driverless Autonomous Vehicle Tester
Program (see our original email from April below).
You can view this application – which includes further information on the areas we’ll be driving,
the vehicles we’ll have on the road, our fleet monitoring in the state, and more – at the bottom of
our blog post. I've also attached it to this email. As for the exact date that testing will begin, we
will continue to work closely with you prior to this testing to make sure you have information
about when and where our testing will begin. As you know, we’ve been testing locally for nearly
a decade now, and we will introduce driverless testing only when and where we are fully
confident in the capability of our technology.
The application also includes our first of its kind safety report, and our recently released guide
for police and first responders on interacting with our self-driving vehicles. A separate copy of
our Emergency Response Guide and Law Enforcement Interaction Protocol can be accessed
at waymo.com/safety, and describes how our vehicles will interact with first responders and the
operational design parameters (including the geofenced area) where they will ultimately be
tested.
As always, we value your input and questions – please don’t hesitate to reach out if you’d like to
discuss anything further.
We're looking forward to continuing to work with you, the city, and the Los Altos Hills
community!
Best,
Sydnee

